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Introduction
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In 2012, after a 40-year long quest, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations reported the 
discovery of a resonance compatible with the Higgs boson, as predicted by the 
Standard Model, at a mass around 125 GeV.
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In 2012, after a 40-year long quest, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations reported the discovery of 
a resonance compatible with the Higgs boson, as predicted by the Standard Model, at a mass 
around 125 GeV.

What have we been able to measure so far?

Results with the full Run1 dataset (∼25 fb-1 at √s = 7 and 8 TeV, for both ATLAS and CMS) on the 
properties of the new resonance will be presented here, for the individual decay channels and 
their combination.
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Run1 ATLAS+CMS results
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• Mass: 
• ATLAS: “Measurement of the Higgs boson mass from the H→!! and H→ZZ*→4" channels with 

the ATLAS detector at the LHC” [Phys.Rev. D90, 052004 (2014)] 
• CMS: “Precise determination of the mass of the Higgs boson and tests of compatibility of its 

couplings with the standard model predictions using proton collisions at 7 and 8 TeV” [CERN-
PH-EP-2014-288, Eur. Phys. J. C 75 (2015) 212] 

• “Combined measurement of the Higgs boson mass in pp collisions at √s = 7 and 8 TeV with the 
ATLAS and CMS experiments” [CERN-PH-EP-2015-075, Phys. Rev. Lett. 114 (2015) 191803] 

• Spin and Parity: 
• ATLAS: “Study of the spin and parity of the Higgs boson in diboson decays with the ATLAS 

detector” [CERN-PH-EP-2015-114, submitted to EPJ] 
• CMS: “Constraints on the spin-parity and anomalous HVV couplings of the Higgs boson in 

proton collisions at 7 and 8 TeV” [CERN-PH-EP-2014-265, Phys. Rev. D 92 (2015) 012004] 

• On and Off-Shell Width > covered in R. di Nardo’s talk 

• Total and differential cross section > covered in K. Tackmann’s plenary talk

• Couplings > covered in M. Pieri’s talk 

More properties:
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Mass Results
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Mass measurement approach
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Two unconverted photons

• Model-independent measurement 
• fit the spectra of the reconstructed invariant masses, without assumptions on signal 

production and decay yields 

• Narrow peak expected (< 2 GeV resolution), over a smoothly falling background 

Four electrons, m = 124.6 GeV

• Golden channels are !! and ZZ 
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H → !!
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To maximise S/B ratio and mass resolution, events are split into categories: 
• for ATLAS: photon converted/unconverted ∗ pT  threshold ∗ η range 
• for CMS: based on event topology (production mode) + Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) classifier 

• Combined fit to all categories. Mass and signal strengths treated as parameters of interest 
• Background (mostly irreducible SM !!) from fit to data 

High statistics channel, small S/B ratio but excellent mass resolution
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H→ZZ*→4"
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High S/B ratio in this channel (~2 in the mass window 120 - 130 GeV), despite the low 
statistics, with excellent mass resolution

Both experiments measure the mass fitting m(4") together with a multivariate discriminant: 
• ATLAS: Combined fit : m(4") ∗ BDT 
• CMS: Combined fit to : m(4") ∗  Dkin ∗ (σm(4") / m(4"))

• Data-driven estimations for the reducible backgrounds (tt, Z+jets), MC for ZZ

Dkin : kinematical  
discriminant

: "m4l x BDT" and "m4l x Dkin x sm/m".
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H→ZZ*→4"
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• ATLAS:  
• BDT discriminant trained against the irreducible ZZ* background, input variables: 

• pT and η of 4" system 
• Matrix Element discriminant  

• CMS:  
• Dkin  calculated from masses of the dilepton pairs and five decay angles
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Individual and combined results
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Profile likelihood ratio to be maximised,
in the asymptotic regime:
Signal strengths assumed to be
the same for ATLAS and CMS.

!! sensitive to different production modes
Compatibility of the 4 measurements is 10%
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Individual and combined mass results
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Same dominant uncertainties for the individual experiments and their combination:
• electromagnetic energy scale and resolution
• muon momentum scale and resolution
• theory uncertainties are negligible
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Spin and parity quantum numbers
measurement in ATLAS
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Spin/parity measurement approach: ATLAS
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The spin/parity SM assignment, JP=0+, can be tested against alternative models: 
fixed-hypothesis test: 2+, 0-, 0+ with higher-order operators,

CP mixing: mixture of spin-0 states, implying CP violation in the Higgs sector 

• Higgs characterization Model                                                                                              
(effective field theory, cut-off scale Λ = 1 TeV) 

• All bosonic channels used (only ZZ and WW  
    for spin-1 studies, due to Landau-Yang theorem, 
    and for parity, due to poor discrimination in !!) 

• NLO effects lead to a tail in pTH  for a spin-2 
Higgs-like boson when jets are present  

•  cut on pTH  to stay within EFT validity

• Spin=2: Higgs-like graviton-inspired resonance,  
    with universal [gravity-like] and non-universal couplings 
    to quarks and gluons (in various kg, kq fractions)
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Spin: discriminating variables: ATLAS
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H→WW expected

H→WW observed

H→!! expected

H→!! observed

Also ZZ used (see slide 17)
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Parity: discriminating variables: ATLAS
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In the ZZ* → 4" case, the entire decay 
topology can be reconstructed: 
decay angles + invariant masses 
= 8 degrees of freedom

WW → eνμν is harder due to the presence of the two neutrinos,  
but the angular difference between e and μ is sensitive to spin/parity.

Lars Egholm Pedersen, The Niels Bohr Institute Higgs Workshop, Rome 2014 -16/4

ZZ Overview

• Where the gi’s represent effective coupling constants 

• SM: g1 = 1, g2,4=0  
Completely CP-odd state: g1,2 = 0, g4=1.

4

A(X ! V1V2) = v�1[g1M
2
V "

⇤
1"

⇤
2 + g2f

⇤(1)
µ⌫ f⇤(2)µ⌫ + g3f

⇤(1)µ⌫f⇤(2)
µ↵

q⌫q↵

⇤2
+ g4f

⇤(1)
µ⌫ f̃⇤(2)µ⌫ ]

CP-Even CP-Odd

• The generic scattering amplitude for a Higgs like boson reads:

cos(✓1), cos(✓2),�,m12,m34

m4l, cos(✓
⇤),�1

CP Sensitive

Background rejecting

• The four lepton final state can in 
general be described by 8 parameters 

• The parameters related to decays are 
sensitive to the Higgs parity admixture
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Final discriminants: ATLAS
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Most sensitive bins of the BDT discriminant after subtracting post-fit background from the data:

ZZ fits a Matrix Element                                             
discriminant (MELA),                                                                          
in a tight mass window.                                                                                     
Optimal observables used as 
input variables.

In addition, a BDT analysis, with 
similar sensitivity, is performed.

09/04/14 Manuela Venturi (Uni Victoria) 4

WW strategy for CP

Before: Spin analysis

Now: CP-mix analysis

● BDT0: SM vs background
● BDT2: ALT vs background

Both trained with M
T
, M

ll
, P

Tll
, Δφ

ll

BDT0: SM vs background**
BDT2: SM vs CP-odd

** checking if performance improves doing (SM+CP-odd) vs background

CP-even

BSM

B
D

T
C

P

Boosted Decision trees    
used as discriminants in WW:
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Spin and parity quantum numbers
measurement in CMS
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Spin/parity measurement approach: CMS
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CMS chooses the anomalous-couplings approach, expanding the amplitude as:

The spin analysis investigates the “minimal” spin-2 
model and scans over the fraction of qq production, 
from 0 to 100% (also the case for ATLAS previously).

Variable of interest is again the polar angle in the 
Collins-Soper frame:
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ZZ: spin/parity discriminating variables: CMS
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CMS uses the same approach for spin and parity measurement.

In the ZZ channel, 8 sensitive variables are available:
• 5 decay angles
• 2 invariant masses (for the 2 lepton pairs)
• the total invariant mass of the system

A matrix-element discriminant (MELA)
is used to build templates for the background and 
the various signal hypotheses:
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WW: spin/parity discriminating variables: CMS
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In the WW channel, sensitive variables are the dilepton mass 
and the transverse mass, while the azimuthal angular 
difference is disregarded since correlated.

Like in ATLAS, only the eμ final state used.
Both 0- and 1-jet final states are taken into account.
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Spin and parity quantum numbers
results in ATLAS and CMS

In all cases, the signal rate is fitted independently from the spin/parity hypothesis, 
in order not to bias properties measurement with constraints on the couplings. 

In the following slides, “SM 0+” allows the signal rate to be non-standard.
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Fixed-hypothesis results: ATLAS
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Combined results for SM 0+ vs a fixed spin-0-, BSM spin-0+ or spin-2 hypothesis:                     
all non-SM models excluded at > 99% CL
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Fixed-hypothesis results: CMS
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Combined results for SM 0+ vs a fixed spin-1 or spin-2 hypothesis:                     
all non-SM models excluded at > 99.9% CL
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CP-mixing results: ATLAS
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Scanning on possible 
components of CP-odd or 
CP-even higher-orders mix 

with SM (only one at a time).

Same BSM couplings 
assumed for ZZ and WW.

No significant deviation      
from pure SM             

composition found.

CP even

CP odd
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CP-mixing results: CMS
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No significant deviation      
from pure SM             

composition found.

CP oddCP even
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Conclusions

The final results for the measurement of the Higgs boson properties, 
with the full Run1 dataset, collected and analysed by the ATLAS and 
CMS collaborations, have been presented.

No significant deviation from the Standard Model expectations 
has been found.

In particular, alternative spin and parity scenarios can be excluded 
with confidence levels > 99% in the fixed-hypothesis case.              
No significant deviations from the SM expectation are found in 
the CP-mixing case.

Looking forward to Run2 results at 13 TeV, coming up later this year!
Large improvements expected for sensitivity to CP-mixing observation.
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Thank you!
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Back up
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Individual and combined mass results
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Signal strength μ  
(in terms of SM σ)

Width (GeV)  
at 95% C.L.

1.29 ± 0.30 < 5.0 
(expected 4.2)

1.66 (+0.45, -0.38) < 2.6 
(expected 3.5)

Profile likelihood ratio, treating μ(4") and μ(!!)
as independent nuisance parameters:

compatible with 0 in 1.97σ

Mass measurement uncorrelated to the signal yield:
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Conclusions

The final results for the measurement of the Higgs boson properties, with the full Run1 dataset, collected 
and analysed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations, have been presented.

No significant deviation from the Standard Model expectations has been found. Looking forward to 
Run2 results at 13 TeV, coming up later this year!
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CP violation in the Higgs sector
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June 19, 2014 – 14 : 51 DRAFT 8
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⇢
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1
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In the SM, the strength of the scalar coupling to fermions is denoted by gH f f = m f /v, while the pseudo-243

scalar coupling in a 2HDM with tan� = 1 is gA f f = m f /v, where v is the vacuum expectation value.244

The couplings to vectors follows the same principle of the one to fermions. The notation c↵ ⌘245

cos↵ , s↵ ⌘ sin↵ , is used in the Lagrangian. The angle ↵ parametrizes e↵ects of CP violation, the246

dimensionless coupling parameters i can be taken real without any loss of generality, meaning that they247

describe CP violation in the most general way. The SM CP-even Higgs boson is described by setting248

A f f , HVV , AVV = 0, while setting ↵ , 0 or ↵ , ⇡/2 (and non-vanishing H f f , A f f , HVV , AVV ) implies249

CP violation.250

The last term of the Lagrangian

� 1
⇤

c↵
⇥
H@� Z⌫@µAµ⌫ + H@Z Z⌫@µZµ⌫ +

�
H@W W+⌫ @µW

�µ⌫ + h.c.
�⇤

(6)

is due to derivative operators which give a non trivial contribution to the H ! VV decays. Such251

contributions are relevant in the case one of the two vector bosons is o↵-shell, which concern this analysis252

given that the Higgs bosons mass has been found to be around 125 GeV. Such operators, though, have253

milder e↵ects than the higher order operators (KHWW and KAWW) on the kinematic variables which are254

the observables for the analysis discussed here. In order to evaluate the e↵ect of these operators, an255

independent scan of the KH@W parameter would be required.256

Given the limited amount of statistics and the large uncertainties of the present analysis, it is possible257

to allow only for a limited number of free parameters of the model to be studied. Therefore we have258

evaluated at generator level the magnitude of the derivative operators e↵ect for the present analysis. For259

this study a value of ⇤ = 125 has been chosen for illustrative purposes in order to maximize the e↵ect of260

the derivative operators. The observed variations are smaller than the expected contribution from higher261

order operators and a↵ect mainly regions that will be excluded by the analysis selection cuts.262

SM

kAWW × tgα:
CP violation 

in the Higgs sector
kHWW: Higher order CP-even
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Individual and combined results
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Signal strength μ  
(in terms of SM σ)

Width (GeV)  
at 95% C.L.

1.29 ± 0.30 < 5.0 
(expected 4.2)

1.66 (+0.45, -0.38) < 2.6 
(expected 3.5)

Profile likelihood ratio, treating μ(4") and μ(!!)
as independent nuisance parameters:

compatible with 0 in 1.97σ

Mass measurement uncorrelated to the signal yield:
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HWW analysis strategy
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•  BDT0: train SM signal vs background 

•  BDT2: train ALT signal vs background 

•  Both BDT0 and BDT2 use as input:          ,        ,     ,     

•  Combine (BDT0, BDT2) and fit the 1d projection

m(``) ��`` p``T mtrack
T
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WW strategy for CP

Before: Spin analysis

Now: CP-mix analysis

● BDT0: SM vs background
● BDT2: ALT vs background

Both trained with M
T
, M

ll
, P

Tll
, Δφ

ll

BDT0: SM vs background
BDT2: SM vs CP-odd

**Only 1 training!**

Boosted Decision trees used as discriminants:

• BDT0: train SM signal vs background (as for spin) 

• BDTCP: train SM signal vs ALT signal: 

• BSM CP-odd:  

• BSM CP-even:
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WW strategy for CP

Before: Spin analysis

Now: CP-mix analysis

● BDT0: SM vs background
● BDT2: ALT vs background

Both trained with M
T
, M

ll
, P

Tll
, Δφ

ll

BDT0: SM vs background**
BDT2: SM vs CP-odd

** checking if performance improves doing (SM+CP-odd) vs background

CP-even

BSM

B
D

T
C

P

 |  |
Training performed for the pure CP hypothesis only,                                                                                                                                                                                    
no retraining for the various CP fractions
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SMκ
HWWκ∼

2− 1− 0 1 2
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 = 1µExpected, 
68% CL
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ATLAS
-1 = 8 TeV, 20.3 fbs
µ = 0, ej WW*, n→H 


